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Bar Tulia: the Finest Cocktails, Bar None  
Vincenzo Betulia, Craft Cocktails, and Naples' First Gastropub 

 
Adjacent to Osteria Tulia, chef Vincenzo Betulia's temple to cucina rustica on Naples' glamorous 
5th Avenue, is Bar Tulia: the region's first Italian gastropub and craft cocktail bar.  It's a more 
intimate, less formal, and more spontaneous spot than its big sister next door, but otherwise, the 
family resemblance is strong: a rustic ambiance, with extensive reclaimed woodwork, hand-laid red 
brick flooring, industrial lighting, and exposed brick. The craftsmanship that meets the eye reflects 
the approach behind the bar and in the kitchen, where artisanal ingredients and techniques reign 
supreme.   
 
In Naples, the blossoming craft cocktail movement all began with Bar Tulia, a natural outgrowth of 
Betulia's exceptional hand-crafted cuisine at Osteria Tulia.  "At first, at the osteria, lots of people 
wondered that it could take seven minutes to create a drink -- but, then, it was love at first sip," 
recalls the charismatic chef.  Bar Tulia opened in December 2014, and quickly became the hip heart 
of Naples' cocktail culture; the cozy 48-seat tavern-like establishment, hung with large black-and-
white vintage European photographs, now even supports a thriving guest bartender program, with 
visiting experts coming in from across the state [and sometimes much further] on a regular basis. 
Featuring pros who share the high standards of Bar Tulia's resident bar team, these 'bar takeovers' 
provide an even broader horizon for the patrons who've developed an appreciation for house-
infused liquors, house-made tinctures, fresh-squeezed juices, meticulously gathered herbs and spices, 
and unerring cocktail chemistry. 
 
The carefully curated drink menu at Bar Tulia complements the savory pub fare inspired by the chef's 
native Italy. The wines offered are predominantly Italian and French, with just a single concession to 
the New World; the Italian delicacies Amaro and Vermouth merit a list of their own.  Among the 
'Birra' offerings, several Florida craft beers mingle with Miller Light, Amstel Light, and two old-
school representatives of the Menabrea Brewery, established in Italy's Piedmont region in 1846.  
Tulia Limoncello is produced in the Bar Tulia kitchen.    
 
Bar Tulia goes out of its way to break the beach-bar mold and create a 'big city' buzz.  It's industry-
driven, and despite its high-profile location next to the popular Osteria Tulia, it projects an almost 
'underground' vibe -- with no phone line of its own.  At its heart is its bartending team, dedicated to 
its craft and its guests. Betulia believes in investing in his staff, and training for all new members of 
the bar team includes a trip to New Orleans, to Tales of the Cocktail, to absorb the latest industry 
thinking.  
 
The features on Bar Tulia's revolving list of artisanal cocktails are classified as 'Craft,' 'Classic,' or 'All 
Spirit.'  An intriguing Craft option, "The Boston Tea Party," combines Rittenhouse Rye, Earl Grey 
Tea, Cynar 70 and Peach Bitter.  "The Eva Peron," a Classic, is concocted with Canton Ginger, 
Fernet Branca, Sweet Vermouth, Lime, and Ginger Beer. And "The Land of Fruit and Nuts," an All 
Spirit choice, brings together Gra'it Grappa, Cocchi Torino, Pistachio Tincture, and Cherry Bark 
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Bitter. Inventive, delectable, and showcasing the finest ingredients, this is a list that rewards the 
newcomer to craft cocktails as well as the worldly sophisticate. 
 
Vincenzo Betulia's gastropub menu offers light snacks, house made charcuterie and cheeses, 
antipasti, and small plates, as well as more substantial fare like artisan wood-fired pizzas and his 
sought-after house made pastas.  Always ingredient-driven and usually with one foot in the Old 
World, Betulia also delights in mixing it up with his playful interpretations of beloved 'pub-grub,' 
from his BT Bucket O' Chicken with House Cut Fries and Grilled Corn, to "MA! The Meatloaf!" with 
Mashed Potatoes and Applewood Bacon Mushrooms.  One of his sophisticated salads features Cauliflower with 
Currants, Marcona Almonds, and Scallion; another enlivens Kale with Apricot, Hazelnut, and Burrata.  
 
Between the friendly, welcoming atmosphere, the range of comfort foods and Italian delights coming 
from the kitchen, and the significant expertise behind the bar, it's not a stretch to declare Bar Tulia to 
be Naples' best bar -- bar none.  
 
 
    
For more information: 
Simone Rathlé – 703.534.8100 
simone@simonesez.com 
twitter.com/simoneink  
deepfrieddiaries.com 

 
 
 
 


